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Plan Ahead: Buying With an FHA Loan Now May Help You Sell Later On
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If you click on the “Real Estate
News” button at www.GoldenReal
Estate.com, you'll be able to watch
another encouraging news clip
from Realty Times, reporting that
both PMI Group and HomeVestors
have included Denver in their top
10 low-risk markets for investors.
By “low risk” they mean that a market has little or no risk of further
decline in values. California, Florida and Nevada dominate their top
10 “high-risk” markets.

Offer Extended Through January:
Be Our Client — We’ll Move You Free!

This offer can save you
thousands when you move.
Hire us as your agent, and
in addition to the usual free
use of our moving truck, you
will get free labor and free
gas for your move! We’ll
also provide free moving
boxes. In fact, the only thing
we won’t do is the packing
The Discerning Home Buyer and unpacking! When you’re ready to start packing, we’ll deliver the
boxes to your current home. When you’ve finished unpacking at your
Whether a home’s basement
has a structural floor (with a crawl new home, we’ll come and take them away. To qualify for Totally Free
space beneath), or a concrete slab Moving, simply become a Golden Real Estate client — buying, selling,
or both — by Jan. 31, 2009. (Applies to metro area moves only.)
affects how that basement is finished. When I show a home with a
finished basement on a concrete
slab, I always look to see whether
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the walls are hanging, as the buildGolden Real Estate, Inc.
ing code requires. Failure to build
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hanging walls can be devastating
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to the structure if the slab heaves.
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I have posted pictures and info at
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www.JimSmithColumns.com.

Click here for a flyer displaying a dozen Golden Real Estate listings.
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